DOLGE Tested PRODUCTS

for Club House maintenance

More than fifty years' experience, latest laboratory equipment and continual research is behind Dolge Tested Products. Whatever your maintenance problem, Dolge dependable products will serve you efficiently and economically.

- **ALTA-CO POWDER**
  For Athlete's Foot control.

- **BAN**
  A general cleaner that dissolves, removes stubborn dirt. Good for dishwashing machines.

- **BALMA LIQUID SOAP**
  A lathery, smooth liquid soap made from pure vegetable oils and saponifying agents. A little goes a long way.

- **DEODOROMA**
  Gives off a heavier than air vapor that forces rank gases below nose level. Choose from 5 pleasant scents.

- **DOLCOWAX**
  A self-polishing floor wax. Excellent for linoleum, cork, rubber, mastic, hardwood and many other types of flooring.

- **DOLCOROCK**
  A high gloss floor finish. Resistant to water.

**Write today** for the Dolge catalogue. It contains the solution to dozens of health and maintenance problems.

The C. B. DOLGE CO.
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

DUBOW
Symbol of Golf Club Excellence

THOUGH the demand will over-tax our capacity for some months to come, we will not sacrifice the high quality of workmanship and materials that made the Dubow trade mark a symbol of golf club excellence.

However, every effort will continue toward shortening the time when we can serve you more promptly. Thank you for your patience.

J. A. DUBOW MFG. CO.
1905-13 Milwaukee Ave. Chicago 4, Ill.

and C-1 and C-19. Speakers at the evening session were Fred Grau, G. O. Mott, O. J. Noer, A. L. Brandon and E. Marion Brown of Missouri university School of Agriculture. Several supts. from the Kansas City section attended. The turf men were guests of Westwood at dinner. Bauman says this type of exhibit and conference will be made an annual affair at Westwood.

**COTTON BRITISH PRO CHAMP—** Henry Cotton defeated James Adams, 8 and 7, in 36 hole finals of British PGA championship. Prize money given by News of the World was about $2200. Cotton's morning medal at Hoylake was approximately 72, giving him a 7 hole lead over Adams. Crowd was about 10,000. Cotton won British pro titles in 1932 and 1940. Among matches won by Cotton in the 1946 competition was a 5 and 4 win over Laurie Ayton, Jr., and a 1 up win over Bobbie Locke. Young Ayton, St. Andrews-born, learned his golf in the U. S. where he lived from his 6th to his 18th year. He got out of the British army 6 months ago and is pro at Stoneham, Southampton.

**MAC GREGOR'S NEW FILM—** "Working for Fun" a 30 minute color-sound film showing manufacture and use of their sports equipment has been made by Mac-